


Guided Tour to the Cannon 2002 Poster Calendar  
(as usual, ideally put the four blocks of text over the months, and …look around. Enjoy the visit!)  

 
¡Hola, bienvenidos en Palos, Reino de León y Castilla! It’s August 3

rd
, 1492, and the village is in ferment: el Almirante 

Cristobal Colòn is to weigh the anchors of his three ships, heading to India! It’s an historic day, so important that 

even the sponsors of this mission, Their Royal Highnesses personally came here to salute the brave sailor and wish 
him “¡Buena suerte!”  To tell all the truth, the local newspaper has a scoop today: rumours say that the Admiral is not 

Spanish, he’s from Genua, Italy, a Cristoforo Colombo, man used to sail with the competitors, the Portuguese.  

Bah, we’ll see: for the time being, follow me in the village, let’s go and see what happens there! 

 
 

To tell the truth, this has always been a quiet harbour, 

nothing special happens in this remote corner of 

Andalusia. The village is tidy, here they live out of 

fishing and of the little that grows in the dry, sunburnt 

fields. But the Admiral Colòn chose it to start his 

venture without precedent: he is convinced that he can 

reach the East … going West! Who knows where he 

will land with those three little boats: the two small 

ones  - the Niña and the Pinta – are caravels, while the 

Santa Maria, the flagship, is a carrack, but you knew 

that, didn't you? In the mechanical workshop, 

herebelow, they are quickly casting the last spare 

anchors, to be stored in the bunk: to reduce weight they 

make them in aluminium, now!   

The preparations for departure are hectic on board and 

on the pier, where … oh, see, a diplomatic accident is 

happening! A boat full of people with turbans is, how 

to say, …invited to leave: they came here to buy a new 

steam boiler for their boat, but they lack some 

documents, they can’t stay. They say they’ll be back, 

and will bring more friends! Wait and see. 

 

 

On the Santa Maria the whole crew is from Liguria: 

they come from Chiavari (as you already know, 

nobody can cheat them!) and somebody is selling to the 

others t -shirts, some other is teaching them how to use 

complex, modern sailing instruments, some fix the 

sails, while the bosun salutes with his whistle the 

famous chart-maker who is arriving on the pier. Great 

innovations, for this trip: all nautical maps are copied 

into a diabolic device, they call it GPS (Geography Put 

Simply), we hope they find batteries for it in …India! 

The surrounding ship’s chandlers are really busy with 

the last supplies: lifebelts are made with rigid 

Polyurethane, poured into thermoformed plastic rings; 

but something must be wrong with the formulation, 

today: the first tester is sinking, and the second does 

not want to take any risk! Nearby, they are working for 

the sailor’s comfort: the mattresses are made with 

flexible Polyurethane, with a compact, transportable 

foaming plant. See how the wind-operated belt-saw?    

It has already attracted the attention of two bizarre 

folks, mounting broken-down equines: are they 

planning something against the windmills ?  

 

 

 

 

 

The village is in ferment: you don’t host the Royal 

family and the Court every day! The people floods in, 

the clergy sing hymns of praise, the soldiers take good 

care of the public order. The Ayuntamiento, the Town 

Hall, shines for the special occasion. In front of the 

nearby building - it must be the local office of some 

foreign empresa – they profit from the presence of a 

crowd to make some business, some negocio; good 

mixing heads sell like hot cakes, these days of the year: 

the inventor himself makes sure that the King, 

Ferdinand of Aragon, gets the latest version while he 

personally brings flowers to the Queen, Isabel of 

Castilia. The Royal Highnesses have just arrived in 

the harbour’s square: it seems that the Major will raise 

a nice fountain to celebrate this visit. The project is 

ready, measures are being taken, but they still miss the 

funds. Who knows? Here below, in the Astillero,  the 

rudders for the new ships are manufactured. It seems 

that, made in Polyurethane – yes, in wood-imitation – 

they last longer and cost less. Folks, if we continue like 

this we’ll see all-plastic boats soon! What a world. 

 

 

Here we are, dear friends, in the middle of hi-

technology! The nec-plus-ultra of modernity: two 

Italian injection moulding machines, (that’s why they 

call them Italprensas here!) mould the Royal coat of 

arms, to export them all-around the Kingdom. See the 

innovative design? And the drive? Aeolian, for 

minimum energy consumption. They are changing 

mould in the left press, but something is wrong with 

size, it seems. The right one, on the contrary, is running 

full speed. The operator has just engaged the clutch, to 

get power from the windmill, you see?  

The decoration of the shields, fortunately, is still made 

manually: they were not able to automatise this job – 

yet. Who knows, if the artist puts some effort in it, 

even this poster calendar could be drawn with a 

computadora, one day! 

But, what happens here below, near the slipway of the 

shipyard? Diligent environmental guardians (already?) 

are delivering a fine for pollution to the mattress 

factory! They are right: if we start now throwing all 

this plastic and foams around, where will it end? 

Stay tuned, folks: this Colòn is going places, I tell you!  
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